The Chesapeake Bay Program, the governmental and scientific consortium dedicated to restoration of the Chesapeake Bay, has been criticized recently for using a computer model to determine how the management practices that have been implemented are faring. A recent Washington Post article (Peter Whoriskey, "Bay Pollution Progress Overstated," 18 July, p. A1) reported that the bay program overstated the reductions of pollutants in the bay over the last decade, claiming that reductions of 18 percent of nitrogen and 28 percent of phosphorus were not supported by US Geological Survey monitoring measurements.
Charles L. Gallegos, an aquatic ecologist at the Smithsonian Environmental Research Center, defends the models. "They've been using models all along," he says. "There are questions that can't be answered without models.
"For example," Gallegos explains, "if you want to look at how nutrient loading increased from year to year and how that correlated with land use, unless you're monitoring runoff from every field and effluent from every source, you won't be able to determine the various contributions without a model that does some sort of allocation from land use. If the model is well formulated, calibrated, and validated, it may be able to show that water quality would be, say, 40 percent worse had no management practices been implemented.
"The bay program has been very clear that it reports on the state of the bay as a whole, not just nutrient inputs," Gallegos says."They acknowledge the model is an estimate and note when its assumptions are changed. It's important to understand, though, that in the same way no single indicator can tell us the health of the bay, no single model or modeling system can predict the impact of management practices."
The watershed model is regularly calibrated using monitoring data from certain years and independently validated using data gathered other years. It is also updated periodically. Gallegos is modifying a part of the model that calculates light penetration as affected by suspended sediment transport."It's a complex system, and this is a complex model," Gallegos says, "and when they try to adjust some elements, other processes are always affected."
COMBINING TWO MODELS OF PEST POPULATION DYNAMICS
Outbreaks of some forest-defoliating insects happen on a fairly regular, though erratic, basis. One hypothesis of what drives these populations to explode and crash is based on host-pathogen models, which show high amplitude oscillations. Another classical model focuses on the impact that predators have on these low-density insect populations. There is empirical evidence supporting each model, but neither model accurately portrays the cycles these populations experience. The host-pathogen models predict a more regular cycle of outbreaks than the data substantiate, and the generalist predator models depict longer intervals between spikes than actually occur in the pest population.
Greg Dwyer, from the University of Chicago, and two colleagues ("The Combined Effects of Pathogens and Predators on Insect Outbreaks," Nature 430: 341-345) arrived at a better representation of population fluctuations by combining elements of both theories. Their model of outbreaks in gypsy moth populations incorporates a variable for the effect of a host-specific virus (baculovirus) that infects moth larvae and can lead to epidemics when the host population is booming. The cycles produced by the model are too regular, yet when a random variable is added to generate stochasticity, they show little change.
The scientists then modified the model to include generalist predators, which rely on a variety of species for food, preying on moths as they become increasingly abundant but switching to other prey items when they are overwhelmed by too many moths. The model becomes quite complex with both highdensity impacts on the population from the pathogen and low-density impacts from predators. The outbreak cycles described by the model are more similar to those seen in the field, that is, high-amplitude cycles at long, irregular intervals.
A surprising outcome of the model is that it shows the same spatial synchronicity seen in the field, where populations cycle simultaneously over very large areas. The reason for this is unclear. The authors conclude that two-species models are not capable of describing complex population dynamics and must be extended to include multiple species.
APPLYING MODELS TO CONSERVATION PLANNING
Modeling can be a very powerful tool for evaluating long-term, large-scale conservation plans, say Sandy Andelman, of the National Center for Ecological Analysis and Synthesis, University of California-Santa Barbara, and two coauthors ("Does Conservation Planning Matter in a Dynamic and Uncertain World?" Ecology Letters 7: 615-622). Assumptions about how to best protect biodiversity can be tested, and uncertainties, both economic and ecological, weighed, so that limited resources are optimally invested before opportunities are lost.
The authors modeled the outcome of various decision strategies using constructed data sets styled after biodiversity distributions in both temperate and tropical regions. They evaluated typical decisionmaking factors, including species irreplaceability, species richness, and the minimum set of sites that protects each species. To make the model applicable to real-world conservation challenges, which are so complex that it is computationally impossible to identify the dynamically optimal solution, the authors compared how effective the reserve networks generated by different decision strategies were when completed after 10 years.
The model analysis shows that large-scale conservation plans are most effective when implemented all at once, but when they are implemented over many years, as is typical, it is better to simply buy available sites with value for biodiversity-and at times offer more money to increase site availability-than to follow a precise but static conservation plan.
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